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Summary: The Michel is in ruins, no life signs aboard. The CO and XO are unconscious on the deck of the bridge, while Lori and Inaji otherwise run the ship. Down in sickbay, Sannia is in tears, but appears to be grieving naturally for the first time in her life, while Doctor Knight-Sky and Commander Varesh plot her "death" with Dr. Brae. 

Main Engineering is nearly destroyed and at least knee-deep in liquid nitrogen, while the chief engineer lies unconscious, hypothermic, with nitrogen narcosis in sickbay, joined by a single dead body from the Michel. And another Heath Honor Bearer vessel is on its way.

~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~Begin USS Andromeda: "Give or Take" Mission 8 - SD 11309.07~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~

Host SMLea says:
<Dr_Brae>::Looks to Knight-Sky, wonderingly::
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::groans and starts rubbing his head with his hand:: Self: And people ask why I don't have kids...
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::lying on the floor, he opens his eyes and tries to get his bearings as to where he is at::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Continues a quiet humming under her breath, calming the child, as she considers the situation, Varesh having gone to check on some crew members.:: Brae: How long does this 'death' need to be?
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<MO Storm> CO: Are you alright, captain?
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::hopes sickbay manages to find some answers from the corpse beamed over from the Michel::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
~~~~CO: You are awake. Good. We have another situation on our hands.~~~~
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
::sees both the CO and XO coming to::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::looks up and tries to focus on the person leaning over him:: MO: I, I believe so.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::starts propping himself up and looking around the bridge::
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CO/XO: Captain, Commander... It's good to see you guys up and awake.
Host SMLea says:
<Dr_Brae>::Shakes his head:: CMO: Even if she's dead, they're going to want the body. They must believe there is no body, or see the dead body, but believe it too risky to take. The ruse would only need to last until the Cataria leaves the Anra or vice versa.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::looks over at Conor:: XO: You okay?
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<Wilcox> :: With Soren's assistance, they quickly work on the engineer, saving him from whatever calamity he had tried to do to his body. He mumbled his thoughts on this as he worked, not that the engineer could hear him.::
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
CO: I've been better, you?
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
FCO: Report, and how long have we been out?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::rubs his head::  XO: Other than this nagging headache, I think I'll survive.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<MO Storm> :: Stepping away.:: CO: You should be alright. I will go back down to medical then, if you do not need me.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
MO: Can I get something for this headache before you leave?
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
CO/XO: Good to see you on your feet, Sirs.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::pulls himself back up into his chair::
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
XO: Sir, everyone on board the Michel have been killed. When we arrived the vessel attacking them cloaked and went to warp.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<MO Storm> :: With a nod, she pulls out a hypo and injects it near the base of the captains neck::  There you go sir. You should be fine in a moment.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
FCO/OPS: Thank you.
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae> ::Quickly moves out of the XO's chair before he can sit in it, and stands off to the side, while the Starfleet attend to their own::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::steps out of the Holodeck blinking in the bright hallway lights. She tucked the PADD into her overcoat's oversized pocket. She looks around again wondering exactly how long she had been in there. For a moment she regretted it then she recalled the amount of theoretical data she had managed to test and nods satisfied to herself::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::rubs his neck::  MO: Thank you Storm.
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
XO: After trying to convince Agent Romae to do otherwise, they are sending another Honor vessel to pick up their dead. I have suggested that they send a decoy with it. Also with the Agent's permission I have beamed one of the dead bodies from the Michel to Sickbay for an analysis. Also, Sir, you and the Captain have been down for about 45 minutes.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::brings himself up and stands upright and heads to his chair::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<MO Storm> ::With a smile, she turns an enquiring eye on the first officer::
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
FCO: Can we not bring the bodies to them? We appear to be losing a lot of people out here.
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
XO: We tried the suggest that sir but the Agent says we cannot take the bodies. Only an Honor Bearer vessel can.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
::A mental brush tells her the child is not paying attention to them.:: Brae: How do you deal with your dead? What would have them fearing to take the body? And in the end, would the child be going with us or once this is done, she can safely go home?
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::starts analysing the sensor recordings of the attacking vessel, hoping to discover some way to track them, maybe some flaw that might come with integrating such different systems together::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::heads towards the turbolifts looking at the controls for a moment before ordering it to take her to the bridge. She waited patiently as the lift flew through the small ship. Stepping off and onto the bridge her eyes glanced to the yellow flashing lights and the lack of a science officer at the station. Her continence darkened.::
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
Storm: I'm fine thanks.
Host SMLea says:
<Dr_Brae>::Shakes his head sadly:: CMO: She can never go home. She is... she is maktika... ::Searches for a word the translator can handle:: "Infected."
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::brings up a few of the reports that came in and tries to focus on his console::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<MO Storm> ::With a knowing eye, she just nods her head and walks to the lift and medical::
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
CO: Sir, the Heath have launched two vessels. The Rial is 10 minutes away, and behind it by 2 minutes, a decoy.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<MO Wilcox> :: still mumbling under his breath a few unpleasant words as he stabilizes the engineer.::
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
OPS: Should the decoy not be out in front?
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
Outloud: I was just about to ask the same thing.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::shrugs:: XO: You'd have thought so, but hopefully the attackers will think the same thing and leave the lead vessel alone.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
OPS: Understood. ::looks somewhat baffled by what he just read::
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::glancing at his console:: All: Why don't we have a working warp core?
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae> ::Starts to raise a voice, but instead nods in quick agreement with Inaji::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
OPS: What's this about McQuade being transported to sickbay?
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::lets her eyes drink in the sensor feeds and starts to say something only to have it said by the operations officer. She then turns wordlessly back to the sensor feeds::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Feeling the tightening of the child's arms around her, she wonders what her husband would think t about adopting a child, but pushes that thought away for another time.:: Brae: And keeping them from wanting the body?
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
CO: No one issued the order, Sir. I was about to initiate transport myself and it seems the computer took the initiative.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
OPS: Have someone check on that system. I'd like to know how that happened.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Is afraid of what she may walk into on the Bridge as the TL doors slide open::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<MO Storm> ::returning to medical, she is headed off by Amanda and taken to look at the body beamed over.::
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
XO: Sir, I believe the CEO is to blame for our warp core not working. However, I do remember him saying that he had a trick he could use to get us to our destination faster. I think what's happening in Engineering is the result of that effort.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
CO: Right away, Captain.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
FCO: Great. CO: I think I'm going to go see the damage for myself if I'm not needed up here and our CEO is in sickbay.
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::glances at the OPS officer and then speaks:: CO/XO: The Heath vessels are now three and five minutes out both traveling at warp 5.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
Romae: Did you want to speak to either of those vessels?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO: Conor, I'm showing engineering has been sealed off.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<Soren> ::Carefully helps the engineer into the chamber, he steps back with the doctor. Slowly he increases the temperature while even more slowly adjusting for pressure.::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Stands at tactical, worried that while getting over the left-over issues the empathic aliens have left on her head, someone may have slipped up.:: Self: Frozen warp core? ::Shakes head.::
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
::hears the CSO call the ETA of the vessels and walks towards the Captain:: CO: One thing that concerns me still is that Agent Romae hinted that if this vessel is destroyed as well, she would send another one in its place to collect the dead.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
CO: I'll co-ordinate damage control from outside it then. I figure we'll need warp eventually.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::nods to Conor::
Host SMLea says:
<Dr_Brae>::Sighs:: CMO: We take all Heath to Immarii... There cannot be bodies left. There are no graves on the homeworld. But if the body were to be left here, in space, there would be no "evidence" back home.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::starts analysing the computer records of when the transport was initiated::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
FCO: Why do you find that concerning?
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae> FCO: Indeed.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::Gets up and steps into the TL:: TL: Deck 11
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
Brae: You mentioned that in death, it needed to be such that they would not want to take the body.  That or there is no body. I need to know what you were thinking so I know how to proceed.
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CO: To continue to risk the lives of the living for the dead, sir... I know she'll risk her own people's lives, but will she risk ours as well?
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<MO Storm> *CO*: I have a general medical report for you on the body beamed here.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
FCO: I won't allow that to happen ensign.
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>::Pulls herself upright and steps forward, inserting herself into the conversation:: FCO/CO: May I remind you we never ASKED for your help, and have no interest at putting any "outsiders" at risk. You may feel free to beam me, my doctor, and Sannia back to my vessel. We will make do without you, thank you.
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Continues to dream.::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<MO Storm> *CO*: Male, approximately fifty-three years of age. There are burns across his body, most likely from fire. And there is smoke inhalation. Cause of death appears to be an Andorian disrupter shot to the chest.
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CO: I know that sir.....
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
Romae: No, you need not remind me Romae. If you feel that you and the doctor need to be beamed back, you are free to do so. But, for the time being, Sannia will stay here until we get to the bottom of things.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::arrives at the commotion occurring outside the now frozen doors of main engineering::
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>CO: May I remind you, Captain, that we are a sovereign people and you have no authority over us. Unless you have charges to press against Sannia, you have no legal rights to hold her.
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Begins to stir.::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Takes a gander at the tactical sensors while going over the tactical and security logs for the last few days to get up to speed.::

ACTION:
The Rial and the decoy arrive, one after the other, with no disruption. The Rial activates transporters.

OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
Self: Well, that's gratitude for you...
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
Romae: And may I remind you Romae, this happened in Federation space, so we have every right to investigate. And since Sannia appears to be the center of that investigation, that gives us every right.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<MO Wilcox> :: Steps back as he watches.:: Soren: He may wake soon. When he does, let him know his status.
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
::looks over at Romae is about to say something but thinks better of it:: CO: Sir, I sent a body to sickbay and I need to analysis. Maybe it will help us shine more light on our situation.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<Soren> MO: And that would be?
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
CO: Sensors indicate the Heath life signs are transporting from the Rail to the Michel, sir.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
All: Alright, who's in charge here now that the CEO is a popsicle?
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
Outloud: Ahhh. ::Sits up looking around his entire body shaking.::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
CO: Do you wish me to keep an eye on them, sir?
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<MO Wilcox> :: Looking at the diagnostic readings.:: Soren: He should be fine temperature wise in about ten minutes. But he will be spending the next few hours in there for the bends.
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>CO: Perhaps, but we have been guaranteed by the Federation rights to engage in peaceful trade and transport throughout this region of space, as our system is "locked" by Federation space. Besides which, we are now within the Heathercrist system, and so -you- are within -our- space.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<Soren> ::nods his head as he watches the grumbling doctor walk away.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::nods at the CTO::
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
CO: The order to transport the CEO definitely wasn't external; it originated from the computer. But more information than this, I can't get with standard measures.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
Romae: We can argue about this later, for now, we are trying to give you aid and figure out just what is going on. ::senses something from Sierra::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
<EO_CPO_Gallard> XO: Sir, I am. What can I do for you?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
Romae: You might want to head down to sickbay. I'm sensing that something is critical with Sannia.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Keeps her interest on the Michel.::
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
Gallard: What's the status on engineering? Are we pumping out the liquid nitrogen yet?
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>CO: And I am informing you that we have no interest in your "aid" if it comes with obligations. I should have known that actually cooperating with the Federation would lead to their trying to subvert our sovereignty. We were warned.
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
::walks away from the Captain and heads towards his console:: *Sickbay*: Lor to Sickbay... When you have a moment could you transfer your results on the scans of the body from the Michel to the FCO console. Thanks.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<Soren> ::reaches over to activate the comm:: CEO: Relax and keep as still as possible. Unless you desire to spend more time in there.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::doesn't respond to Romae's comment::  CTO: Ensign, please have Romae escorted down to sickbay.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<Soren> ::calls for Dr. Wilcox.::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
CO: Aye, Captain. Romae: If you please... ::Gestures to the TL::
Host SMLea says:
<Dr_Brae>::Leans against a console, thinking:: CMO: Hm. I'm not sure. Actually infectious, perhaps? Have you had any recent experiences with plague?
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<MO Wilcox> ::rushes back and takes in the situation. Not wanting to sedate the man he hits the comm:: CEO: You have a couple of options. One is to open your eyes and listen. The other is I put you in an unconscious state. The choice is yours, young man.
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>::Eyes widen and harden as she interprets this as an attempt to forcibly remove her. She hits her communication device instead:: *Anra*: Romae to Anra, Starfleet turned hostile. Alert homeworld.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
Romae: You are free to stay on the bridge. I just thought since Sannia was going critical, that you would want to be with her.
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::is glad to see that things haven't changed that much while she was away.::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
Soren: McQuade Tavish 991020-001-3. ::Takes shallow breaths between the shakes.::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Considers what the doctor is suggesting, at the same time realizing her husband is sending the other representative down. Quickly she takes action.:: Brae: Agent Romae is heading for medical. We will need to be quick.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Would like Varesh handy but he is occupied::
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>CO: I want Sannia, Brae, and myself returned to our vessel.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::watches on as the situation turns uglier::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
<EO_CPO_Gallard> XO: We are bypassing the damaged gel packs and tying into the env systems.  Once we have access the bridge can begin a slow deice of engineering. After that it will take some time to assess the damage.
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>CO: We are better equipped to handle whatever she is suffering in the first place. Beyond which, you and your crew do not appear to be suffering any fur--::Her word slow::--ther...effects...  ::Trails to a stop::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Takes the child to one of the isolation rooms, her voice calming as she speaks, her hands and mind sending calming reassurance to the child.::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
CO: Captain?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::looks at Romae:  Romae: Any further what? Are you okay? ::holds his hand up to the CTO to stand by::
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
::looks over at Romae as her speech begins to slow...grabs a medical tricorder that he keeps near his station:: CO: Sir, let me check her vitals.
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::continues watching sensors looking for signs of cloaked vessels, and watching the Heath vessels::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
Romae: Agent Romae, are you okay?
Host SMLea says:
<Dr_Brae>CMO: Can you synthesize death? I may be able to supply the rest...
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::nods to Jardon::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
Brae: Yes... but keep in mind, you must believe what I am doing as well. :: taking a medical kit she applies an injection to make the child sleep so she can work quickly.::
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
::heads over to Romae and begins to scan her::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::helps Romae over to a chair and sits her down::
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>::Shakes her head:: CO/FCO: No. I just... realized. If you are not being affected any longer by Sannia, she has most likely died, or is near to it.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
Gallard: How long?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
Romae: Then let's get you down to sickbay to find out just what is going on with Sannia. ::nods to the CTO to help escort her to sickbay::
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>::Nods, although with still a hint of begrudging:: 
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
::stops scanning and looks at Romae with concern::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
Romae: Do you require any assistance moving, Agent Romae?
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Heading out of the ward, she heads toward the cold unit and pulls out a vial:: ~~~~CO: Take your time.~~~~
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
CO: Heath life signs now finishing beaming from the Michel, they are now beaming to the Oncinta.
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>CTO: No. Thank you. Let's just get this over with so we can be parted. No personal offense to yourself, Ensign. ::Steps into the turbolift::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<MO Wilcox> ::stands next to Soren waiting to see what he will do next:: Soren: Energy restraints are an option as well.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
~~~CMO: Romae feels something wrong with Sannia. She wants to head down to sickbay and will be on her way.~~~
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
MO Wilcox:  McQuade Tavish 991020-001-3. ::Lifts his hand trying to control the shaking.::  Shhhip?  Shhhhip danger?
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CO: Sir, did you see the report from sickbay about the body?
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Returning to the isolation room:: Brae: You will need to step out. It is best to keep everyone at a distance. Best for the child. :: gives the child another injection. This one slows her heart down considerably.::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Follows Romae.:: Romae: None taken, Agent Romae. ::Chokes down a bit of offense.::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
::Places a mental inhibitor into place so that no brain waves are detected.::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::checks through the status logs:: CO: Permission to launch two type one probes on orbital courses rigged for tachyon beam scans sir?
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
<EO_CPO_Gallard> XO: We need an hour at least just to get these systems tied back to the bridge.  After that another thirty minutes to drain the nitrogen.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
*CO*: We have a situation down her.  The child is... fading.  ::truth::
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>::Hears the CMO over the CO's comm before the turbolift gets started::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::While waiting for an answer she programs the simple course into the probes and begins the process of modifying them to transmit and receive a tachyon beam.::
Host SMLea says:
<Dr_Brae>CMO: Of course. I will wait out here and prepare.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
FCO: Not yet... in the middle of something else at the moment.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
Gallard: If you aren't inside in the next 90 minutes, start putting valves on the outer hull and start drilling in to drain the place if necessary.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: Granted.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*CMO*: Romae is on her way now.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: with only moments left, she goes back out to grab an isolation suit before returning back in.  She closes the flap with slightly trembling fingers.::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
*CO*: Understood...
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::nods briefly and presses the 'launch' button, the probes aren't all that subtle, but they might give another few seconds of warning.::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Activates the medical scanner::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
<EO_CPO_Gallard> XO: Of course sir. ::Now understands why engineering is screwed up in the first place.:: Will get in there.
FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CO: I understand but the report stated that the cause of death appears to be from an Andorian disrupter shot to the chest.
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>CTO: So, here we are, Ensign. Always the same game.
Host SMLea says:
<Dr_Brae>::Begins work at his scanning device::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<CMO Wilcox> CEO: Unknown, but I am sure it is being taken care of. You, young man, need to be still or I will see that you are kept that way. You are suffering from the bends at the moment.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::hopes the girl will be okay::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
Romae: Game, Madam? I don't play many games, at least none you'd like anyhow.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
FCO: Andorian?!
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: The monitor shows her what she expects. Stepping closer, she quickly adjusts the monitor.::
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
CO/FCO: Not too surprising, being as the vessels we have detected have been a hodgepodge of different technologies, Andorian, Klingon, Romulan.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Sensing her husband close, she calms her racing heart as she checks the medical scanner again.  Zero... there is nothing to show the child is alive to the untrained eye.::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
CO: The last of the Heath have beamed off the Oncinta, sir.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Looks out the small window hoping Dr. Brae is true to the child and this situation.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
OPS: That is correct.  It's almost as if this vessel and weapons were scavenged somehow.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: Understood.  Is the ship moving away with those beamed off?
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
CO: Not as yet. ::checks::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
CMO: Need.  ::He doubles over from pain.:: Neeeed to get back to engineering..
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>CTO: I'm sorry, Ensign. Just referring to our less than successful experience with other governments.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::The TL doors open as the car halts.:: Romae: After you.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
All: There has got to be some sort of common thread to all of this... and we're just not seeing it yet.
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
CO: No sign of power to the drives.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
CO: Perhaps it revolves around this Immarii... they are very secretive about it, avoid direct answers when asked about it, and are willing to put themselves at great risk over it.
Host SMLea says:
::Steps out of the lift and begins down a hall, assuming the Klingon will tell her if she's going the wrong direction::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: Continue scanning for any unusual activity.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<MO Wilcox> CEO: I can grant you communication, but if you leave here before the oxygen bubbles are removed from your blood, you will never leave medical again. And I hate blemishes on my record.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
Romae: I'm no diplomat, I couldn't judge one way or the other. Must be my 1/4 Klingon interfering with my human decorum.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
OPS: And this Sannia, who appears close to death has really affected Romae.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
Nurse: Amanda, Agent Romae to see the patient.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Sitting on the biobed by the still child, she lays her hand upon her in a motion of grieving regret to add to the tableau she is creating.::
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>CTO: Do you have any other of my people?
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
CO: The Heath are known to have great empathic links. Without more data, it's hard to tell if Agent Romae's reaction is normal for her species.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
Romae: Madam?
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<Nurse Blackfoot> :: steps over to the tactical officer. At his question, she looks around. She does not see the CMO but does see the alien doctor.::  CTO: I believe she is this way.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
OPS: True. But for now, we will just assume this is normal for her.
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Nods.:: CMO: Comm.  Communications.  Yes.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::nods::
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae> CTO: Did you beam aboard anyone more from the Oncinta or the Michel? I know you already have one from the Michel. Perhaps you examined a body from the Oncinta as well?
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<Nurse Blackfoot> :: listening, says nothing about the other body unless the CTO asks.::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
CO: Unusual sir? I have a wandering brown dwarf about six light years out with storm bands that travel inverse to its spin, and several interesting radiation clusters in a nebula out at nine light years.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
Blackfoot: Amanda, are there any other Heath in sickbay other than Sannia and Dr. Brae?
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
*TR1*: Start beaming operations in main engineering, lock on to whatever LN2 you can target and start beaming it out.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<Nurse Blackfoot> CTO: There is the body we examined earlier. It is in the morgue. :: stops beside the alien doctor, seeing her CMO inside, sitting next to the childs body:: Oh... how sad.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<Nurse Blackfoot> CTO: Oh... there is the child's mother also in the morgue. ::sighs:: I guess they will soon be together again. ::turns to leave the group.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::grins:: CSO: Perhaps we should keep the unusual activity confined to the Heath vessel.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
Romae: Is this the person you speak of?
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::Shrugs as she files data:: CO: Indeed sir.
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>::Nods:: CTO/Nurse: I'd like to see Sannia now, please.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: pauses:: Agent Romea: Given the CMO is wearing a contagion suit, that probably is not wise. I will leave it to you though. ::leaves to find Storm.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*XO*: Status Conor?
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
Blackfoot/Romae: Amanda will take you in. I'll remain here.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
*CO* It's a mess down here, we should be back inside engineering in 90 mins.
Host SMLea says:
<Agent_Romae>::Looks from Thorson to Blackfoot, to the approaching Brae, with concern::
Host SMLea says:
<Dr_Brae>Romae: Agent Romae...we have some bad news.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Aware of those outside the room, she keeps her thoughts focused on the child and the picture being painted here.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*XO*: If there's any way you could cut that time, it would be appreciated!
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
*CO* Working on it.
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